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Author's response to reviews:

the following points describe the revisions done for the manuscript (ID 5998316405112877):

1- the title has been changed to be "Decompressive cervical Laminectomy and Lateral Mass Screw-rod arthrodesis. Surgical Analysis and outcome"

2- one more author was added .Anas. A. Malkawi1. M.B.B.S he shred in collecting the patients data .

3- all corrections made were marked with yellow color.

4- abstract: rewritten the way the reviewres commented on it. and the length of C1 was also added.

5- Anderson-Sekhon trajectory was added to the key words.

6- introduction was also rewritten and corrected according to the comments. revision marked with yellow.

7- material and methods: exclusionary criteria added

surgical technique: shortcut the technique description and focusing of the methods used for surgery (anderson-sekhon technique).

8- detailed description of indication for this type of surgery and focusing on indication for spinal injuries indications.

9- clinical and radiological follow up of neurovascular injury was described in more details.

10- statistical analysis revised.

11- discussion revised and corrected as marked with yellow.

figure re edited with higher resolution.
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